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The energy system is essential for the ‘Paris’-target

The road to 2050

Source: European Commission Impact Assessment - Stepping up Europe’s 2030 climate 

ambition. Investing in a climate-neutral future for the benefit of our people

Envisioned emission reduction path of European Green Deal

(Net emissions, 1990 = 100)
• Fast decarbonization of the power 

system is required

• A decarbonized power system is an 
enabler for the decarbonization of 
other sectors

- Electrification when possible

- Green hydrogen and synthetic
fuels when neccessary

• 2030 EU target already looking at 55 
percent 
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• Renewable energy generation currently 
grows at 3% per year (EU-wide), faster 
growth is required according to the 
Green Deal Impact Assessment. 

• Growth to come mainly from (offshore) 
wind and solar generation

• Electricity mix will change 
significantly with renewables up to 
70% yearly average

High growth of renewables required for these targets

Development of greenhouse gases in Germany

Source: EWI , European Commission Impact Assessment , 

own calculations (renewables expansion) 

Yearly construction of 9 

GW (Wind / PV) expected to 

be required

Between 2000-2017, 

yearly around 6 GW of 

Wind / PV was added
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Share of renewable electricity production is rising
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Source: Eurostat SHARES (2020); European Commission Impact Assessment - Stepping up Europe’s 2030 climate 

ambition. Investing in a climate-neutral future for the benefit of our people; National Climate and Energy Plans

• Policies really need to deliver to realize the 2030 targets for renewables

• Hydrogen production with the 2030 average electricity mix would increase CO2-emissions

But will there be enough for green hydrogen production?

Running hours of this process is crucial: 

operate when abundant renewables are available
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Share of renewable electricity production is rising
What is required in the transmission grid? 

„TenneT will invest 3 to 5 

billions a year until 2030“
(Otto Jager, TenneT CFO)
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• Dutch hydrogen strategy (2030): 3 – 4 GW

• German hydrogen strategy (2030): 5 GW

• This corresponds to the peak load of seven times Munich or greater Amsterdam area

• Large impact on the electrical grid

Their location will be decisive

Electrolyzers are huge electrical loads

Up to 9 GW in 10 years

Source: respective national hydrogen strategies, internal study. Image: ThyssenKrupp
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Simulation of the physical foundations

Location matters

Situation A:

• 9 GW offshore generation

• Electrolysis close to landing point

Situation B:

• 9 GW offshore generation

• Electrolysis far from landing point

Consequence: 

large overloads 

on the grid

Source: TenneT Powerflow Simulator

> Simulate it yourself with the TenneT Powerflow Simulator 

(link available on our website)
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Grid congestion (overloading) can be solved in two ways

Consequences of congestion

Redispatch OR

• Moves the location of generation

• Can lead to higher CO2-emissions and

delay the decarbonization goals

• High costs:

9 GW of electrolyzers at suboptimal 

location in 2035 can lead to additional 

cost of several hundred millions euro per 

year

Build new power lines

Location of electrolyzers is crucial: 

operate where abundant renewables are 

available delivers lowest societal costs
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• A hydrogen grid would enable hydrogen production at the location of renewable
electricity and hydrogen consumption at location of (industrial) demand

• Gas pipeline has energy capacity up to 10x of an electrical line

• Repurposing of existing gas infrastructure is possible

Repurpose the gas grid to transport hydrogen

Source: Hyway 27 – Dutch Ministry of Economic and Climate Affairs, Guidehouse report on European Hydrogen 

Backbone, 
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• On many timescales, the 
energy balance fluctuates

• Hydrogen could be part of 
the solution for e.g. 
seasonal fluctuations

• Therefore it needs the right 
operational incentives 

Although ‘last in line’, electricity production from 
hydrogen could help to resolve fluctuation challenges

Source: Netzentwicklungsplan 2035 
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Some lessons of the roll-out of offshore wind 

We need cost reduction for hydrogen

• Roadmap with clear (spatial) planning

• Right incentives: creation of a 
competitive market

• Stimulating investments through de-
risking

• Developing infrastructure

• Scaling-up (larger wind turbines)

• Standardization (platforms; cables)

Cost decrease of over 70% achieved

Source: Algemene Rekenkamer – focus op kosten windenergie op zee

Reference: 2013
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Hydrogen can be part of the system integration, besides efficiency 
and greater electrification: 

We need the right locational signals for electrolyzers

We need the right operational signals

We need to get the cost down

Let’s start now because such developments need time 

Conclusion: How to make it a love affair? 
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Thank you for joining the webinar!


